The McConnells have always been drawn to the weathered, gray-shingled
residences that dot the beach towns of South Jersey. “As [our home] ages it will
resemble an original Avalon house,” Gwen says. The house sits on a prime
piece of bayfront property and boasts stellar views from most rooms. Asher’s
design inspiration was traditional cottage style, typified by generous porches
and an open, airy interior that can accommodate large groups of friends and
family. The overall aesthetic takes its cues from the neighborhood.
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a main line couple build the Shore house
of their dreams in avalon.
By Sue HoStetler
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hen ST. DAVIDS residents Gwen and John
McConnell were searching for a designer to fulfill their vision of the ideal Avalon beach house,
they turned to Mark Asher, an expert in seashore
architecture. “We bought an old, undistinguished
seventies-style house in a spectacular location in 1996
and planned to build our dream home,” says Gwen. For the next 10 years the
couple searched charming neighborhoods like Cape May and Avalon accumulating ideas, cruising for hours on the bay in their little Boston Whaler.
In 2006 the McConnells finally had their first meeting with Asher, presenting him with 10 pages of notes on how the house could be updated.
“I think we surprised Mark with our preparation!” laughs Gwen. “Our
goal was to build a new house that incorporated features of the old Avalon
style—simple, casual, and elegant.” The original structure was knocked
down, and within a year the McConnells were able to move into their new
home. The partnership was clearly a success: The final product is a graceful contemporary beauty that honors the local historical-architectural
vernacular.
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John, a retired management consultant, started
coming to Avalon as a young boy. his family
would arrive the day school got out in June and
would stay until it started again in September.
“We come as much as we can now,” says Gwen.
“We spend most of the summer and visit for long
weekends the rest of the year.” To take full advantage of the gorgeous panorama, abundant light,
and open space, the couple utilized an upsidedown architectural model in which the main
public rooms such as the kitchen, dining room,
and living room are situated on the second floor.
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“My favorite part of the home is the kitchen and dining
room,” says Gwen. “The kitchen is really the hub of the house,
where all of the action always seems to be. We do a lot of entertaining, and our guests are right there with us as we cook.”
Rich Cambrian black-granite counters in an antique finish
lend a chic and homey feel. Stainless steel pendant lights from
hudson Valley Lighting, specialists in vintage-style fixtures,
hang above rustic wood stools from Pottery Barn.

<< The northwest side of the house faces a huge expanse of
bay and marshland. “John calls the view the greatest show
on earth,” says Gwen. Asher’s design allows the family to
take full advantage of the sweeping bay vistas, which can be
enjoyed from many points throughout the house. The Whale
harbor waterway runs just feet from the back door, leading to many other channels where the McConnell children
wake-board and waterski. All four kids learned to sail at the
Avalon Yacht Club, where some later became instructors.
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The inviting living room opens into the kitchen and dining area
and is flooded with natural light. Old World design elements
abound in the space; architectural details include the coffered
ceiling, detailed moldings, and deep baseboards, as well as built-in
bookshelves. “There are bookcases all over that hold years of favorite beach reading,” says Gwen. John found the colorful kilim rug
on a business trip to Istanbul—a perfect complement to the natural
heart pine floors. The furniture represents a mix of old and new.
Gwen found many pieces, like the sofas and wicker chair, through
Carl harz in elmer, new Jersey. The family had the charming
coffee table fashioned out of an old lobster trap they found in Cape
May County years ago. A tile and polished-stone-mosaic fireplace
adds to the relaxed and authentic ambience.
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John likes to retreat to his third-floor office to work on detailed bird sketches, a favorite hobby. A handsome pine table, found at Merritt’s
Antiques, serves as his drawing board and desk. Against the far wall are built-in cabinets (the McConnells’ builder, Mike Rennie, fabricated
them using leftover heart pine flooring). A Turkish flat-weave rug adds texture and warmth.
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“The first floor was designed by and for the kids,” says
Gwen. This casual and whimsical area features a youthful
room full of bunk beds that sleeps seven and a sprawling rec
room/den that runs the width of the house, opening out to the
pool. In the bunkroom, the natural washed-pine bunk beds
are covered in bright duvets from LL Bean. Completing the
look are white wooden lockers custom-made by Rennie. “Our
main [motivation] was to keep the house effortless and comfortable,” Gwen explains. “The bunkroom was meant to be
very simple. It’s a great place for our boys and their friends.”
The master bath is a study in sophisticated minimalism,
awash in soft blue and gray to mirror the tones of sky and
water. A simple antique wood chest, purchased in Lancaster,
anchors the room. The couple’s attention to detail is evident
in the beautiful floor of Avenza honed marble, inlaid with
a “carpet” of Walker Zanger Tribeca basket-weave white
Carrera marble. Two round interior windows lend the room
nautical flair.
<<
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